“It’s not how much we give, but how much love we put into giving.”
- Mother Theresa
JOURNAL PROMPT
1. The present is a gift, the future is yet unwrapped. In this season of giving, take stock of the past year.
What has it given you? What trials were actually gifts?

ART PROMPT
2. Make a list of pros and cons or use a flowchart to show how some elements of the past year ended up
as positive rather than negative and vice versa

Prompts by Vanessa

JOURNAL PROMPT
3. Do you have any natural born gifts (some might call them talents)? Are you naturally good at
something? Do you embrace it, is it a passion? Write out how it makes you feel.
Prompt by Katie

ART PROMPT
4. Browse the get messy archives to find a new tutorial to try. Try searching by supply of your choice
(use the search bar at the bottom).

“Think of giving not as a duty but as a privilege.”
- John D. Rockefeller Jnr
JOURNAL PROMPT
1. Where do you stand right now? Are you happy or sad? Content or restless? Healthy or sick? Use this
opportunity to take stock of how you are in your emotional and physical landscape.

ART PROMPT
2. Keeping in mind the above elements in the journal prompt, use my tutorial to draw a self-portrait of
you right now (Use last week’s tutorial to help you).

Prompts by Vanessa

JOURNAL PROMPT
3. What is the greatest moment you have ever witnessed where something was given? Maybe it was a life,
maybe it was forgiveness, maybe it was a huge personal sacrifice.

ART PROMPT
4. Fa La La La It’s Christmas Carol Season! Listen to your favorite holiday song and (using the skills you
learned in the Season of Music) represent the song in your page.

“We rise by lifting others.”
- Robert Ingersoll
JOURNAL PROMPT
1. Who is a gift to you? Who is a person that seems to always fill you with joy, wisdom and grace?

ART PROMPT
2. Use something that has been given to you on your page. A card sent to you, or the stamp on the
envelope. Or make a copy of a note or anything else given to you. Add it into your page design.
Prompt by Katie

JOURNAL PROMPT
3. Describe your favorite gift you’ve ever received as a child. Think all the way back to childhood. What
present was waiting under the tree that still brings joy to you today when you think of it.

ART PROMPT
4. Add glitter to your page! Gifts, glitter, and the holiday season seem to go hand in hand. Represent
that on your page by throwing glitter into wet glue, using glitter paint, glitter washi tape, or drawing
with glitter crayons.
Prompt by Katie

“We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give.”
- Winston Churchill
JOURNAL PROMPT
1. What is the greatest gift you have received, physical or intangible?

ART PROMPT
2. Gift wrap your page.

JOURNAL PROMPT
3. Are you a gift giver? Some people love the act of giving to others. They love searching for the perfect
gift to make someone so happy. Is this you? How do you know what to get others? Describe the
feeling of giving the gift. If this is not you, why not? What about gift giving is difficult for you?
Money, time, fear, decision paralysis?

ART PROMPT
4. Find a way to represent the feelings of the holiday season around you without words.

“The meaning of life is to find your gift. The purpose of life is to give it away.”
- Pablo Picasso
JOURNAL PROMPT
1. What of your life have you given to others?

ART PROMPT
2. Find a local newspaper (hint: the internet) and use events from your hometown in your art journal
pages.

JOURNAL PROMPT
3. Research someone in history who spent their life giving. Mother Teresa, Ghandi, Jesus. These are the
famous ones. Who else is out there that quietly gave everything they had, over and over again. Spend
some time learning more about their lives. Some of my personal favorites are Corrie Ten Boom and
Shane Clairborne.

ART PROMPT
4. Mail an art journal (inspiration is shared in the tutorial for this week).

“Only by giving are you able to receive more than you already have.”
- Jim Rohn
JOURNAL PROMPT
1. What is a gift you need to give this holiday season but haven’t yet? Is it a gift of your time? Your
forgiveness? Someone who has just been on your mind or heart and you can’t shake it?

ART PROMPT
2. Redesign holiday decor. If you had your choice, there would be no red, green, trees, snowflake, santa
decor. How would you decorate?

JOURNAL PROMPT
3. Spend some time in the holiday aftermath making a list of the gifts in your life you are thankful for.
Try to get to at least 50 items, 100 if you can. Nothing and no one are too small to be thankful for.

ART PROMPT
4. Use cards, tags, and notes found or received from the holiday season and create a collage page. If you
don’t want to tear up meaningful paper, photocopy them before collaging.
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